Application of the empirical force field to macrocyclic ion carriers, siderophores, and biomimetic analogs.
The empirical force field (EFF), developed by Prof. Lifson, was applied to the study of macrocyclic alkali ion carriers and to di- and tripodal and open chain siderophores and synthetic biomimetic molecules binding transition metals. The highly symmetric nature of these structures facilitated a favorable coordination geometry of the ligating groups about the metal, which helped organize the entire molecule into a fairly rigid structure. In our combined experimental-theoretical approach, EFF calculations were used to help predict likely candidates to synthesize, and provided a wealth of structural data to complement what we learned from the spectroscopic measurements, while feedback from these measurements allowed us to continue improving the EFF itself. The simple, highly modular design of the biomimetic analogs allowed rapid synthesis and systematic examination of a large number of related structures, as well as facilitating an efficient, piecewise conformational scanning for the theoretical calculations. In the early years, we focused on macrocyclic polylactones and lactams binding monovalent alkali ions, particularly the natural products enniatin and valinomycin, including inside a crystal lattice. Later we switched to bi- and tridentate siderophores, natural microbial iron carriers, and synthetic biomimetic analogs-in particular, of enterobactin, ferrichrome, and ferrioxamine B. Over the years a large number of biomimetic siderophores have been prepared, some active in a broad range of microorganisms while others are highly species specific. The results of this work have broad applications in many areas, including the design of novel drugs and antimicrobial agents, helical polymeric structures, and polynuclear metal complexes.